
Men's low hiking shoes TECNICA-Magma S Ms midway fieno/dark piedra

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity
39,5 792025 8050459826401 3 ks
40 792026 8050459826418 3+
40 2/3 770315 8050459826425 3+
41,5 770316 8050459826432 3+
42 770317 8050459826449 3+
42,5 770318 8050459826456 3+
43 1/3 770319 8050459826463 3+
44 770320 8050459826470 3+
44,5 770321 8050459826487 3+
45 770322 8050459826494 3+
45 2/3 770323 8050459826500 3+
46,5 770324 8050459826517 3+
47 770325 8050459826524 3+
47 2/3 770326 8050459826531 3+
49 1/3 792027 8050459826555 1 ks

Suggested retail price: 149.99 € s DPH

Description

Tecnica men's shoes. Light trail shoes are intended for experienced runners who like to overcome challenging
running routes in nature. Magma S shoes are designed specifically for light hiking, trail running or climbing in all
kinds of technical mountain terrain. It is about the so-called all-mountain trail shoes. They will provide you with a
new level of stability on different surfaces, protection of the feet and have the advantages of light and breathable
shoes. You can easily customize trail running sneakers thanks to classic lacing. Tecnica shoes adhere very well to
the foot.

Terrain All-mountain boots have a unique pattern inspired by MTB tires. Sole with Vibram Litebase technology and
Megagrip compound. This rubber offers exceptional grip on all surfaces, both dry and wet. Outdoor running
sneakers have an enlarged heel shape thanks to two rubber stabilization ribs on the sides of the heel. Running
shoes will thus ensure unrivaled efficiency of braking downhill, even on rubble or gravel. The rocker midsole has a
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unique rounded toe shape, which increases the reactivity of the shoes, their acceleration and braking. Trail shoes
can be shaped to fit the runner in the heel and arch area. The shoe has a pre-shaped inner insole.

Product details:

men's trail shoes for running in the field
original color
all-mountain
breathable mesh upper
light and comfortable
suitable for hiking, running and climbing
high grip in both dry and wet terrain
natural feeling when running
the shape of the toe and the rocker guarantee quick reactivity of the shoes for accelerations and
decelerations
classic lacing
larger, deeper hem for great freedom of movement of the foot
unique design of the Vibram Litebase multi-layer sole with Megagrip rubber
wide base under the heel - great braking even on gravel or stones
balanced and adaptable
the inner liner is preformed
CAS thermoforming - malleable heel and arch

EXCLUSIVELY AT EXISPORT - Tailor-made footwear in just 15 minutes
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